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Advanced Drywash



INNOVATION IN 
PROTECTION.
k

Made in the UK.

RMX work across a
number of sectors,
creating surface
coatings and innovative
cleaning products.

For the aviation
industry, a range of
bespoke products have
been produced which
not only provide long-
term protection to
aircraft but improved
operational efficiencies
for airlines through

reduced aircraft down
time.

Presently the range
consists of exterior and
interior multiple
surface protection
coatings and
revolutionary waterless
cleaning products. We
are also constantly
working on new
products based on
requests from clients.



DRYWASH

A waterless, environmentally 
friendly aircraft exterior cleaner 

which removes dirt and grime and 
leaves a polished finish.



Advanced Drywash
does not require the
use of water, cleaning
chemicals or waxes. It
creates no fallout to
the ground. It does not
require the use of

aircraft wash bays thus
meaning the aircraft
can be cleaned by
hand in the
maintenance hangar
whilst maintenance is
taking place, therefore

removing the cleaning
downtime allowance
from the rota.
Operator savings from
the reduced downtime
are sizeable and easily
measured.

“Reduced Aircraft Downtime”

Clean in the Hangar
DRYWASH



Advanced Drywash
requires the use of
only one other piece
of equipment:-
micro-fibre towels.

Detergents, waxes,
power jet washes,
machine polishers
and other
traditional washing
equipment and
materials are not

required.

It cleans and leaves

an instantly dry,
polished finish all
in one simple

application.

All surfaces
including paint,
bare metal, glass,
plastics and
composites can be
cleaned using
Advanced Drywash
meaning one
product will do the
whole of the
aircraft exterior.

“Make Life Easy”

Reduce Equipment Usage

DRYWASH



“Cleans and Protects”

As well as cleaning the
surface, Advanced
Drywash also creates a
hydrophobic polymer
barrier.

This not only provides
an “anti scratch” barrier
for when the micro-fibre
towels are used to
remove dirt, but will
remain for circa three

weeks, repelling water
and helping to slow the
process of dirt bonding
to the surface.

For the highest level of
aircraft exterior
protection including full
U.V. blocking, please
ask your distributor
about RMX CSP
aircraft coating.

Hydrophobic Barrier

DRYWASH



Exact usage of Advanced Drywash will 
depend on the skill of the applier. 
For reference, the usual required amounts 
are set out below.

Aircraft
Litres 

(approx)

Airbus

A319/320 30

340-600 60

350 50

380 80

Boeing

737 30

747 70

757 40

767 50

777 55

787 45

“A Simple Process” Usage – Per Aircraft

DRYWASH

Buff with a clean micro-fiber towel to remove any smear marks

Buffing will leave a polished finish
Remove all smear marks for the 

best possible finish

Wipe over with a micro-fiber towel to remove dirt and grime

Dirt will be trapped within towel 
and removed from surface

The polymer barrier will prevent 
scratching

Spray a fine mist onto surface

Spray small areas at a time
Use sparingly, only a small amount 

is required



Tested and Approved 
Boeing:  D6-17487 Revision T
Airbus:   AIMS09-00-002 (Issue 3, July 2011)

“Comprehensive testing”



“Saving the planet”

Advanced Drywash can
give airlines and aircraft
cleaning companies huge
water savings and
creates no chemical
waste.

It uses highly advanced
fluoropolymer
technology and does not
include or require the
use of silicones, caustics
or solvents.

Advanced Drywash can
be shipped, stored and
used without the need
for any specialist
considerations and does
not require appliers to
wear personal protective
equipment.

Advanced Drywash
contains no hazardous
materials.

Environmental advantages

DRYWASH



Please contact:

Aviation Division

RMX-Global Ltd

Cleethorpes Business Centre

Humberston, Lincolnshire 

United Kingdom

DN36 4AS

e: info@rmx-global.com

t: 0044 (0) 1472 563933

www.rmx-global.com
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